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Marco Chiodelli Bussandri, the co-founder of CHIODELLI ARTE 
and president of the company, has in his family DNA the essence of 
luxury. He descends from a dynasty who has managed to maintain 
the elegance of classic Venetian and Italian furniture alive for over a 
hundred years. He is a great connoisseur of arts and crafts, which is 
the foundation of artistic manufacture.

How important is it to be born and raised in an environment where 
everything speaks of quality and elegance?

“Sensitivity is developing for materials and shapes, for combinations and 
styles. It is something that is difficult to acquire and impossible to impro-
vise”.

Today Chiodelli Arte is synonymous with elegance and prestige; its 
furnishings and luxurious interiors are recognizable for the care of 
details and combination of essences, and its fine materials and colors. 
The wood is sculpted in exquisite shapes and the lines are predom-
inantly classic. The company is strong influenced by the Venetian 
style and it’s reputed for its timeless charm.

“Our brand is printed in every piece of furniture and each piece becomes 
a personal affair. This is the real sense of tailor-made for us, and what we 
offer our customers are perfection and value over time”.

From its headquarters in Veneto, in the north-east of Italy, Chiodelli 
Arte dictates style and, thanks to its craftsmanship, it does not tran-
scend its clear vision of made-to-measure luxury, entirely Made in 
Italy.

Your brand proposes luxury in everyday life, in which sense?

“It is not for the sake of distinction, but rather for the desire to be oneself 
at your best and to surround oneself with the things that you like, thus, 
feeling pleasure in the environments where one lives. This is why we con-
stantly experiment with combining classical styles with our customers’ 
tastes to reach an extreme personalization”.

The company’s portfolio of creations is a tribute to beauty and its real 
value. It flirts between fine arts and the most exclusive craftsmanship.

“International projects abound and consolidate our ability to respond to 
individual tastes even in extremely different cultural contexts and envi-
ronments. Each piece is influenced by its surroundings, the achievements 
keep in mind the owners. We can say that our projects are inspired by a 
third to our catalogue, for a third to the classic style and a third to person-
alization. Even if people are often worried about the opinions of others, 
what we want is the emergence of personal style: Everyone must respect 
their individuality and their sense of style”.

ORIGINS & ROOTS
Marco Chiodelli Bussandri
President CHIODELLI ARTE
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COMPANY

Style and Continuity

The harmony of classic luxury Italian interiors, the ability to 
interpret different styles, supported by designers of excellence are a 
recurrent theme in CHIODELLI ARTE. The company is enriched 
with a modern perspective, especially in the management and 
the organization of the company. Today CHIODELLI ARTE’s 
strength rests on production in a modern and functional factory, 
where maestri artigiani, faithful to luxury Italian craftsmanship and 
custodians of unique skills and sensitivity, work with innovative 
tools and instruments. These new technologies allow for greater 
expressiveness, and optimization of production time consistent with 
the artisanship of the creations and with the tradition of Italian art 
furniture.

This corporate structure ensures responsiveness, timely services and 
assistance. It allows customers and business partners of CHIODELLI 
ARTE to collaborate with confidence, meet deadlines and guarantee 
quality.
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Value at CHIODELLI ARTE Service and Quality

Each creation is an expression of the history and the culture linked 
to the CHIODELLI ARTE brand. A history deeply connected to 
the Venetian district of period furniture, recognized around the 
world and which has jealously preserved the skills and knowledge of 
creating real art furnishings.

Harmony and elegance characterize every creation, where the finishing 
touches are done with precision and the colours, even though bright, 
always allow us to enjoy the grain within unique wood. Selected to 
last, the materials are only of the highest quality, certified, first and 
foremost, by the satisfaction of the customers. CHIODELLI ARTE 
furniture is a piece of art that increase in value with time.

The service is tailored in every aspect, from the design phase to 
completion of the project. It starts with identification of the style 
according to the preferences of the customer.
Hints of elegance and different styles are interpreted by CHIODELLI 
ARTE to accord with the client’s taste. From furniture to fabrics, 
each element is taken care of to engage an everlasting emotion.
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Partners Sustainability

CHIODELLI ARTE collaborates with excellences (Bosco di Ciliegi 
luxury retail, Luigi Bevilacqua fabrics, Zanini wrought iron, 
Zanchetta marble, Venini crystal…) and works closely with interior 
designers and architects, around the world.

CHIODELLI ARTE considers as essential values the respect 
and the protection of the environment. We continue to focus 
on three key environmental areas: climate change; third-party 
certification and design for the environment, which sets standards 
for environmentally-responsible materials, products and processes. 
Healthcare, improvement of social conditions and worker security 
are essential priorities of company policy.



PERLAGE

Bright and superbly elegant, this 2.000 m2 mansion embodies 
the best of the CHIODELLI ARTE brand in every room – from 
the spacious reception rooms, the dining and the living area, the 
study and the kitchen, up to the bedrooms, with their walk-in 
closets.

The client has chosen an Italian classical style, eclectically revisited 
to satisfy sensitivity and well-defined taste.

The work, from the project’s approval to its completion, has 
required eight months. 

During this period, the artisans and designers, of the iconic 
Italian brand of bespoke art furniture, have been studying how to 
amplify the lights in these spaces by carefully using various shades 
of white and silvery lacquer.

They also created every floral motif, shell inlay, spiral and curl – all 
of which have unique and exclusive patterns with attention to the 
smallest details. Each carving, every finishing has been handmade 
by the art craftsmen of CHIODELLI ARTE.
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On this page
sumptuous carved entrance doors and ceiling in 

French style, ivory and silver leaf finish. Sides 
panels with antique mirrors

Page 22
elegant shell-shaped carving details in lacquered 

and silver leaf finish

Page 23
richly carved decorations in French style
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Previous pages
luxurious carved console-table and 
mirror in baroque style, black lacquer 
and silver leaf finish, framed by two 
important Carrara marble columns 
on the sides and free-standing 
pedestals in dark marble with 
stunning porcelain vases on top

On this page and opposite
details of the console-table carvings: 
legs, crossing decoration, top and 
mirror



DINING
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On this page
Perlage dining room

Following pages
opulently hand carved chair with floral, shells 

and ramages motives, lacquered ivory and silver 
leaf finish, upholstered in ivory leather

Pages 32 and 33
entrance and dining room: on the right 

important marble stair with wrought iron 
balustrade, in the background precious Venetian 

velvet adorn the windows, while splendid 
crystal Murano chandeliers hang from

the ceiling
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On this page and following pages
living room with tufted leather sofa, glass and 

metal coffee table, TV cabinet with richly 
carved portal, important crown and carving 

details, on the sides marble columns and panels
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On this page above left
Louis XV armchairs with carved 
legs, upholstered in ivory leather

On this page above right
sumptuously carved marble fireplace

On this page below
gold leaf console-table in Louis XV 
style

Opposite
graceful crystal Murano chandeliers 
hang from elegantly carved ceilings
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On this page
reading corner: display cabinet in walnut and 

silver leaf finish, coffee table with carved legs 
and silver leaf details, Louis XV armchairs with 

carved front decorations, walnut grandfather 
clock and precious blue Venetian velvet adorn 

the windows

Following pages
detail of the walnut display cabinet with open 

compartments
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On this page
sumptuously handmade decorated kitchen with 
ivory and silver leaf finish, marble top in black 

Portoro

Following pages
full view of the beautiful decorated and 

perfectly functional U shape kitchen with 
central counter, TV cabinet, glass cabinets with 

cold led lighting
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Opposite
detail of the cooking corner, seamless integrated with the 

most sophisticated appliances available

On this page above
front view of the kitchen cooking corner

On this page below
detail of the bevelled glass and hardware of the display 

cabinets
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On this page
walk-in-wardrobe with carved wall panelling, 
cabinets with open compartments and pull out 
chest of drawers, central counter with cuvettes 

for jewellery and accessories in white ivory and 
silver leaf finish

Page 62
walk-in-wardrobe in ivory and silver leaf finish 

(with extractable shelves and drawers)

Page 63
walk-in-wardrobe in light walnut and navy 

style finish
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On this page
stunning marble staircases with handmade 

wrought iron balustrade,
wood wall panelling in white paint finish

Following pages
gorgeously decorated doors with graceful carved 

frames, intrados, portals, and crowns

Page 70
doors and wall panelling, wardrobe with 

mirror sliding doors

Page 71
details of the richly carved doors crowns, frames 

and detail of the handles
engraved to match the door style
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Opposite
light walnut door with central 

bevelled panels and harmoniously 
carved portal, with gold leaf touches

On this page
details of the door capital in walnut 

and gold leaf
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TEAM

Leadership Team

Marco Chiodelli Bussandri – President, already Vice-president 
of the Fondazione Bussandri-Chilesotti, born by the will of Oscar 
Bussandri with the aim of preserving the artistic and cultural heritage. 
The Fondazione preserves precious volumes, works and knowledge 
in the artistic, literary and musical fields. The Fondazione looks 
after cultural projects and enhances, with a museum of furniture, an 
Italian tradition that originated during the Renaissance. It also does 
so through the award of scholarships and by engaging itself in the 
production of events to spread the culture of the art furniture.

Diego Chiodelli Bussandri – CEO, followed a vocation  as an 
explorer who drove him to work in Florence, London, Milano, 
Zurich, New York, Mexico City, Seoul, Singapore and Tokyo. After 
13 years in Corporate America, the inspiration reported him to the 
lands of his fathers, to join his brother and share his project and his 
dream.

Lara Plichero – Sales Director, professional with extensive 
experience in project management of high-end furniture and interior 
design. A skill that spans from selecting materials to implementation, 
to styles, to the management of each stage of the realisation of hi-end 
furniture solutions, with great attention paid to taste and customers’ 
preferences.
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Design Team Support Team

Giulio Marzio Possa – Architect, graduated at the Politecnico di Milano with Prof. Arch. Giò Ponti. He developed 
the urban design and the architecture plan of the residential district of Brugherio, ‘Milano 2’, ‘Milano 3’ on behalf of 
Edilnord by Silvio Berlusconi. He was director of design in Standa SpA, where he coordinated the planning and the 
architectural design activity for about 100 malls throughout Italy.

Valentina Vidale – Area Manager, after graduating in languages, has opted for a career in sales. She worked as area 
manager in Russia, Asia and the Middle East.

Omar Favero – Designer, many years of experience in the design and manufacture of furniture. He worked in 
several Italian and foreign  companies.

Enrico Carminati – Supply Chain Manager, from procurement of materials to delivery to the end customer 
efficiently manages the flow of information and products.

Massimo Chiodelli – Architect, collaborates with architects, magazines, architectural and industrial designers 
on interiors and furnishings. During the 2000s he was CEO of Bussandri Arte srl, an historic company, leader in 
production of classical furniture.

Carine Vauzou-Soules – Area Manager, born in Paris, she worked in France, Britain, Spain and Italy, as a project 
manager for two large multinationals. Always sensitive to art and with a very refined sense of aesthetics, Carine has 
found her natural environment in Chiodelli Arte.

Michele Villani – Engineer, an expert in prevention and protection service, in fire prevention and evacuation, 
member of the Safety Committee of the Order of Engineers of the District of Pavia and since 2003 inspector 
for validation of projects in public constructions. He ensures that every product and project enjoy the highest 
standards of safety and security.

Alessandra Presedo – Public Relations, the management of public relations particularly for international luxury 
brands  has always been her true calling, now, as PR for Chiodelli Arte, this is completely fulfilled.

Pavel Hruza – Engineer, Graduated in engineering at the Brno University and in architecture at the Università 
degli Studi di Firenze. He was project manager for the interiors first and pavilion manager for exposition after, of 
the Czech Republic pavilion at EXPO2015 Milan.

Fabio Ferraccioli – Art Advisor, graduated in the Conservation of Cultural Heritage. He is also a consultant  in 
Italy for one of the most prestigious international auction houses as well as an expert in paintings, artefacts and 
antiques. He  acts as an expert in the court of Venice.
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